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Mini Review
Main sources of energy are classified into three significant batches such as fossil fuels, nuclear sources and renewable ones [1] , in which fossil fuels and nuclear ones known as non-renewable sources of energy involve a massive quota energy uses all around the world [2] . Carbon dioxide emission, global warming and atmospheric contamination are the main drastic disadvantages of non-renewable energy consumption by the people, which negatively influence whole the environment [3] . As a piece persuasive solution to the energy crisis, tremendous efforts have been done by huge number of scientists by turning the eyes into consumption of renewable sources of energy rather than non-renewable ones [4] . Microbial Fuel Cells (MFCs) as the main type of Fuel Cells (FCs) can apply active microorganisms as biocatalysts instead of those metal ones in an anaerobic anode part for bioelectricity production [5, 6] . By an overall view, MFCs consist of a cathode and an anode compartments separated by a Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) Figure 1 , in which electrons as protons in anode compartment are produced by oxidizing of organic matters with the help of biocatalysts [7] . Many other investigations aim towards applying MFCs providing power for some electronic sensors and biosensors, the main topic at this mini review [9] . Sensors are introduced as an electronic device able to detect any properties and quantifying their changes.
The biological response get by the sensor will be converted to an electrical and measurable response by using a transducer. In selfpowered MFC-based sensors and biosensors any transducer is not needed, since the current output is a measurable response by itself [10] . Toxicity detection in any water sample is going to be crucial matter of these years to specify vital actions providing safe water with an appropriate level of quality to be consumed by human beings. To this effect, MFCs can be defined as an appropriate and sensitive device, since any toxicants in anode compartment of MFCs would directly affect the metabolic activity of the microbes and consequently the output current of the system [12] .
